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Process
 HEC-ResSim Model Development (Existing Russian River,






New PVP)
Model validation
Scenario Development and Prioritization
Model Runs (1911-2017, 107 year period of record) and
refinement
Model Results interpretation and output post-processing
Reporting
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May 22 and September 27 reports
FULL REPORT

SUMMARY REPORT

DOES NOT ADDRESS ECOLOGICAL OR
FISH PASSAGE TRADEOFFS YET!
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Status of Modeling Scenarios
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Scenario 1
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Scenario 1 Summary of Results
Eel: PVP Decommission
Russian: Current Ops

 Unimpaired flows on Eel River, higher average summer flows






(+38%), higher average fall flows (+39%), some years have lower
summer and fall flows because unimpaired<RPA flow
Lake Mendocino average annual inflow decreases by 44%
Lake Mendocino years where storage depleted greatly increased
(1 year53 years)
Russian River average summer and fall flows decrease
dramatically due to depleted reservoir ceasing releases
Large PVID water shortfalls (all 107 years)
Scenario 1 does not appear to meet two basin solution water
supply goals
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Scenario 3
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Scenario 3 Summary of Results
Eel: PVP Decommission
Russian: Lake Mendo FIRO with Fish Flow EIR ops
 Eel River same results as Scenario 1, but…
 Lake Mendocino average annual inflow still decreases by 44%
 Lake Mendocino years where storage depleted greatly increased

(1 year13 years), but not as much as Scenario 1 (53 years)
 Russian River average summer and fall flows still decrease
dramatically due to depleted reservoir ceasing releases and
lower Fish Flow EIR releases, even more than Scenario 1
 Large PVID water shortfalls, 22 years where pumpback
< ~15,000 ac-ft
 Scenario 3 improves upon Scenario 1, but still doesn’t meet
two basin water supply goals
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Scenario 2
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Scenario 2 Summary of Results
Eel: Scott Dam Decom + Run-of-River Diversion
Russian: Lake Mendo FIRO with Fish Flow EIR ops
 Decreased average summer flows on Eel River due to higher







seasonal diversions (-20%), higher average fall flows (+17%), virtually
no change in average water volume
Lake Mendocino average annual inflow increases by 3%
Lake Mendocino years where storage depleted is the same (1 year),
and average low point storage is the same
Russian River average summer and fall flows decrease slightly due to
Fish Flow EIR flows
Increased average PVP diversions (6%), but minimum PVP diversions
decrease by 64%
PVID May-October water shortfalls increase, but years with MayOctober deliveries less than ~15,000 ac-ft is the same (2)
Scenario 2 shows promise in meeting two basin water supply goals
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Scenario 4
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Scenario 4 Summary of Results
Eel: PVP Revised Operations (Scott Dam retained)
Russian River: Current Operations
 Increased average storage and lowpoint on Lake Pillsbury due to reduced








demands from E-11 and EBRR minimum flows, reservoir depletion no
longer occurs (5 years0 years)
Small reduction in spring flows in Eel River flows, slight decrease in
average release volume
Lake Mendocino average annual inflow increases by 4%
Lake Mendocino years where storage depleted is nearly the same (1
year2 years), and average low point storage is nearly the same (+2%)
Virtually no change in Russian River average summer and fall flows
Increased average PVP diversions (7%), but minimum PVP diversions
decrease by 11%
PVID May-October water shortfalls are the same, and years with MayOctober deliveries less than ~15,000 ac-ft decreases from 21
Scenario 4 shows promise toward meeting two basin water supply goals,
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but would require fish passage at Scott Dam and Cape Horn Dam

Scenario 5A, 5B, and 5C Overview and Rationale
 Russian River HEC-ResSim simulation used
 Preliminary analysis
 Simplified assumptions due to uncertainties in operations of
raised dam
 Scenario 5A and 5B: Assumes ACOE Design dam raise (35 ft,

or an additional 75,000 ac-ft)
 Scenario 5C: Addresses the question of “how much total
storage would be needed to prevent the reservoir from
drying up under the worst sequence of drought years on
record”
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Scenario 5: PVP Decommissioning, raise Coyote
Valley Dam to increase storage on Russian River

+220,000 ac-ft
+75,000 ac-ft
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Scenario 5A Takeaways (75 TAF, D1610)
 Unimpaired Eel River flows
 Lake Mendocino average annual inflow decreases by 44%.
 Lake Mendocino years where storage depleted greatly increased

(1 year to 30 years).
 Russian River average summer and fall flows decrease
dramatically due to depleted reservoir ceasing releases.
 Large PVID water shortfalls (increases from 2 to 38 years).
 Scenario 5A does not meet two-basin solution water supply
goals.
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Scenario 5B Takeaways (75 TAF, Fish Flow EIR)
 Unimpaired Eel River flows
 Lake Mendocino average annual inflow decreases by 44%.
 Lake Mendocino years where storage depleted greatly increased

(1 year to 25 years).
 Russian River average summer and fall flows decrease
dramatically due to depleted reservoir ceasing releases.
 Large PVID water shortfalls (increases from 2 to 27 years).
 Scenario 5B is better than Scenario 5A, but does not appear to
meet two-basin solution water supply goals.
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Scenario 5C Takeaways (increased storage,
Fish Flow EIR)
 Unimpaired Eel River flows

 Assumptions are very simple; analysis only looks at reservoir storage as a







metric
Need to add more than 220,000 ac-ft of additional water supply storage
(>80 ft dam raise, 336,000 ac-ft storage) to make Lake Mendocino reliable if
no diversions from the Eel River
Additional water supply needed is driven by long term droughts (1930s and
1990s); need to create a large enough reservoir that can provide multiple
years of carry over storage
Water Supply Subgroup analysis ignores additional flood storage space, such
that 336,000 ac-ft is insufficient when flood control objective is included
Meeting two basin solution goals would require substantially greater
reservoir storage than existing storage (111,000 ac-ft to 336,000 ac-ft) and
maximum design (186,000 ac-ft to 336,000 ac-ft), or 36 ft raise to ~80 ft
total height
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Climate Change Projections
 For Baseline ops and Scenario 2 only
 No cross comparison
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Climate Change Summary
 Wetter winters, drier springs, less snowmelt
 Slightly reduced summer inflows, greatly increased winter inflows on





both rivers
Frequency of reservoir depletion increases, average low point
decreases
PVID diversions decrease slightly
Average summer flows on Eel River decrease, fall-winter flows
increase
Average summer flows on Russian River decrease slightly, fall-winter
flows increase with more variability

 While climate change projections shift the magnitude and

timing of runoff, and thus reduces reliability of water supply,
the differences are modest enough that climate change can
likely be accommodated in future scenario evaluations that can
meet two-basin water supply goals.
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Big Picture Results

 Scenario 1 does not appear to meet Two Basin solution water supply goals
 Scenario 3 improves upon Scenario 1, but still does not appear to meet Two Basin

solution water supply goals
 Scenarios 2 and 4 shows promise in meeting Two Basin water supply goals , but
Scenario 4 would need to improve Cape Horn Dam fish passage and Scenario 2
would need to resolve Scott Dam fish passage (upstream and downstream)
 Scenario 5A and 5B requires much more storage in Lake Mendocino to meet Two
Basin water supply goals (existing=111,0005A,5B=186,0005C=336,000 ac-ft)
 Climate change Scenarios show higher winter flows, lower spring and summer
flows, and greater reservoir depletion frequency
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Scenario 4 – Current vs Revised RPA Flows
East Branch Russian River

Eel River below Cape Horn Dam
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Scenario 4 – Spill Exception
Current RPA
• No discretionary diversions when
storage below TSC
Revised RPA
• Discretionary diversions allowed when
Pillsbury is spilling, even if storage is
below TSC

Potential additional diversions
with spill exception
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